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The Nasdaq managed to bounce back slightly despite weakness from
other major indices. Technology and utilities were the only bullish sectors
this week, with the energy sector dropping 7.6%. Volatility ramped up
multiple times, but the end of week rally knocked it back down. Although it
did not effect equities, gold had its first sizable pullback since early August.
Bowser stocks (down 4.3%% for the week) dropped as small
stocks underperformed as a whole. Franklin Wireless (FKWL) still pushed
higher and hit a new all-time high of $17. There was no specific headline
driving the stock, but it has been in a bullish trend for seven months straight.
Overall, it was a quiet week for recommendations due to the lack of headlines.

Company Headlines

• Monday: TOMI Environmental Solutions' (TOMZ) local Operations
Headquarters Frederick 911 Communications Center purchased a SteraMist
Surface Unit to combat COVID-19 throughout its office.
• Tuesday: Liberated Syndication (LSYN) announced an agreement with
Player FM - Podcast App to distribute Libsyn-hosted podcasts on the Player
FM platform. Riverview Bancorp (RVSB) announced the Board of Directors
elected at the Annual Reorganizational Meeting Gerald L. Nies Chairman of
the Board for the Company and the Bank, succeeding retiring Patrick Sheaffer.
• Wednesday: No significant news.
• Thursday: Aehr Test Systems (AEHR) reported 1QFY21 net sales of $2
million, a decrease from $5.5 million in the same period last year.
• Friday: Riverview Bancorp (RVSB) approved a quarterly cash dividend of
$0.05 per share, which remained unchanged.

Bowser Notes

Franklin Wireless (FKWL) continued to steal the spotlight and hit a new all-time high. The
stock ran up ahead of the earnings announcement, which was followed by three more weeks
of bullish price action. The most unbelievable part of the run up is that the stock is moving on
barely any volume. It is averaging just 48,000 shares per week and a weekly range of $2.
Although there were not many headlines this week, the trend of insider buying pressure
continued. Insiders have been consistently accumulating shares for the past few months.
While it is ideal to see this pattern for specific stocks, this is a big deal considering insider
transactions are down significantly for the NYSE. Keep a close eye on insider activity moving
forward to spot any potential patterns.
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Insider Activity

• INFU: Two buys totaling 4,000
shares between $13.07-$13.20.
• ISIG: Two buys totaling 3,000
shares between $0.60-$0.62.

Upcoming Dates

Events to mark on your calendar:
• Oct. 8: SEAC earnings.
• Oct. 10: LPTH and LTRX earnings.
• Oct. 14: MMMB earnings.
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